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0. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Throughout let p 3 q 2 1 and m 3 3 be integer numbers. We will set n = p + q - m + 1, 
s = p + 2q - 2m + 2, and e = m - q - 1. In this paper we compute the link homotopy sets 
LMF,, = no (space of link maps SpuS4 + Sm) 
in the 2-metastable range 
2p + 2q d 3m - 5. 
Here a link map is a continuous map f: SpuSq + S”, such that f(SP)nf(Sq) = 0. A link 
homotopy is a continuous l-parameter family of link maps. 
A natural generalization of the linking number of two disjoint circles in 3-space is the 
cc-invariant 
tl : LM;,, + n: 
which for a given link map f: SPuSq + R” is represented by the difference map 
(P+SPxSq+Sm-l, 
f(x) -f(Y) 
cp/(xY y, = [If(x) -f(J)/\. 
(Note that the Puppe sequence implies that [SP x Sq, S”‘- ‘1 = ~c~+~(S”‘- ‘), in case p < m - 2 
and q < m - 2. Otherwise, one applies the Hopf construction to vs.) 
The first results in link homotopy outside the classical dimension (m = 3 and p = q = 1) 
are the following. 
THEOREM A (Scott [22]). Suppose p,q < m - 3. Then CI is an isomorphism for 
p + 2q < 2m - 4 and an epimorphism for p + 2q < 2m - 3. 
THEOREM B (see Appendix B, Massey/Rolfsen [19] and Nezshinskij [21]). Suppose 
p,q < m - 3 and 2p + 2q < 3m - 5. Then the x-invariant is injective on the group of 
link homotopy classes of link maps SpuSq + S”, which embed the q-sphere. 
The most general result currently available in higher dimensional link homotopy is the 
classification exact sequence of Koschorke [16, Section 3.11. Comparing this to the stable 
EHP sequence and applying the 5-lemma yields most of the following result. 
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THEOREM C (see Appendix C and Koschorke [16, Corollary 3.31). Assume 2p + 2q < 
3m - 5. Then the a-invariant is an isomorphism provided either p > m - 2 holds, or provided 
3q + 3 < 2m holds. 
We now state the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM I. The a-invariant is injective in the range 
2p + 2q d 3m - 5 (i) 
and is surjective in the range 
2p + 2q d 3m - 4. (ii) 
This result is sharp (see the examples in Section 6). 
Recall that in the range (ii), connected sum of link maps endows the set of link homotopy 
classes with the structure of an abelian monoid, such that M is a homomorphism [15, 
Proposition 2.3, p. 3951. 
Recall that a singular concordance between two link mapsf, andf, of type (p, q, m) is 
a proper continuous map F : (SpuSq) x I + S” x I (I = [0, 11) with disjoint images of its 
components, which restricts to fi on (SpuSq) x {i} for i = 0, 1. If S’x I and Sq x I are 
replaced by manifolds with framings which extend the canonical framings of spheres, thenf, 
and fi are called singular framed bordant. 
Since a is an invariant of singular framed bordism [15, Proposition 1.10, p. 3931 we 
conclude the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. In the range (i) the three equivalence relations, link homotopy, singular 
concordance and singular ,framed bordism, coincide. 
Our result can be interpreted as a suspension theorem for link maps as follows. The 
suspension map 
C : LM;,, + LM;:;,, 
is defined by suspending the p-component and including the q-component. 
It is not difficult to see that eventually (after iterated suspension), the set LM;,, is in 
bijection with the stable homotopy group rri, where n=p+q-m+l. In fact this 
isomorphism may be obtained via the cc-invariant. 
COROLLARY 2. The suspension map is a bijection for (i) and is a surjection for (ii). 
The methods we develop to prove Theorem I can also be used to classify r-component 
link maps up to homotopy for r > 2 in codimension 83, in the 2-metastable range. Let 
LMI, .P. = rc,, (space of link maps Spl~Spz~ ... LISP, --+ S”‘). 
THEOREM II. Let p1 Q pz < ... d p, d m - 3. Suppose 
2P,-I +2P,d3m-5 and ~~_~+2pr_~+p,.<3m-& 
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Then the map 
is a bijection. 
Here the pijk are the invariants defined by Koschorke, Massey and Nezshinskij general- 
izing the classical triple p-invariant (see e.g. [17]), and the aij are the pairwise c+invariants. 
In what follows we give an outline of some of the ingredients of our proof of Theorem I. 
We will deduce surjectivity of c( in the range (ii) by computing the a-invariant of certain 
link maps obtained from a generalization of a construction of link maps of 2-spheres in the 
4-sphere first used by Fenn and Rolfsen [4] and later by Jin [11] and Kirk [14]. 
In doing so, we actually obtain the following result about the groups ~5,” = 
x(LM;,;~-“+‘). 
THEOREM III. Let E be the suspension homomorphism on homotopy groups. Then 
7~:~” 3 Emnp+q_n_l(S pfq-2n- ‘) holds for all values of p, q and n. 
Our method of study of link homotopy outside of the metastable range 
3q + 3 < 2m (*) 
begun in [S], is to study the homotopy theory of the complement of the image of the 
q-sphere. In this paper, we extend that investigation to prove the following result. 
THEOREM IV. Let p, q < m - 3 and assume (i) holds. Then the sequence 
’ 7~~(S~-~-l)‘, LM;,,-+ R,(P”; (m - q - 1)3,) 
is exact. 
Here e, denotes the map which sends a homotopy class, represented by the map 
a : Sp -+ S”-~-i, to the link map (jo a)ui, where i: Sq c S” is the standard embedding and 
j:S”-q-’ c S”‘\i(Y) is the natural homotopy equivalence. /I measures the linking of the 
p-sphere with the (mapping cone on the) double-point data of the q-sphere. (For precise 
definitions see Section 3.) Since /?o e, = 0 always holds, what remains to be shown is that 
when fl(.f) = 0, thenf is homotopic to a link map where the q-sphere is standard. 
In fact our study of the complement of the q-sphere shows that, in the range (i), /I can be 
identified with the obstruction to homotoping the p-sphere into the small linking sphere 
about the q-sphere (and hence the link map is homotopic to a link map where the q-sphere is 
standard), provided we first take care to make the double point set of the map of the 
q-sphere “look nice”. We do this by the method of embedded surgery on the double points, 
which is the generalization of the Whitney “trick” used by Haefliger [6]. 
The statement of Theorem IV is also true in the range (i) when p B m - 2 by [16]. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, we show how Theorem I is proved from 
Theorems B, C and Theorems III and IV. In Section 2, we prove Theorem III. Then we turn 
to the proof of Theorem IV. In Section 3, we study how the map of the p-sphere to the 
complement of the image of the q-sphere contains the information provided by c( and the 
&invariant (a refined version of the p-invariant). In Section 4, we reduce to a problem of 
doing surgery on the double points. In Section 5, we prove Theorem II. In Section 6, we 
discuss several examples and the sharpness of our results. 
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In order to keep the paper self-contained we have included three appendices. In 
Appendix A, we discuss the Whitney-Haefliger model for doing surgery on the double- 
point set of an immersion, which is the essential technique used in proving Theorem IV. In 
Appendix B, we prove Theorem B and in Appendix C, we prove Theorem C. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
In this section we prove Theorem I from Theorems III, IV, B and C. 
Surjectivity: In the range (i), surjectivity follows immediately from Theorem III and the 
suspension theorem for homotopy groups of spheres. The proof of surjectivity for the 
borderline case 2p + 2q = 3m - 4 is given at the end of this section. 
Injectiuity: When p > m - 2, the result follows from Theorem C. So we may assume 
q < p < m - 3. Suppose u(f) = 0 for a given link map& Then by [15, Theorem 4.8, p. 4121 
(see also Appendix C, Theorem C2) B(f) = 0, so, by Theorem IV, [f] is in the image of e,. 
But by Theorem B, c( is injective on the image of e,. Hence [f] = 0. Since a is a homomor- 
phism of abelian monoids, and since we already know that a is a surjective in the range (i), 
we can apply the following easy lemma to conclude injectivity. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A: G --t H be a surjective homomorphism of abelian monoids, where the 
abelian monoid H is a group. Then i- ‘(0) = {0} implies that I is an isomorphism of monoids. 
In particular G is a group. 
It remains to prove surjectivity in the borderline case 2p + 2q = 3m - 4. We need the 
following result of Koschorke [15, Theorem 3.3, p. 403). Recall that n = p + q - m + 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The following always hold: 
(i) E”n,(SP-“) c I$” c E”7c,+,(Sp+q-n) 
(ii) For p, q > n, xi*“ 2 E”J(n,(SO(p + q - 2n))). 
Here J denotes the J-homomorphism. 
So, suppose 2p + 2q = 3m - 4. We use the following argument, which is similar to [15, 
Corollary 3.41: 
(a) By Theorem III we have that EmnZn(Sn) c rr, p9q. From the exactness of the stable 
EHP-sequence, 
E’,=E’ 
nznw- Kg5 z2 
and using Adam’s result [l] about the Hopf invariant, it follows that a is onto if n is not 1, 
3 or 7. 
(b) For n = 1,3,7 and q > n, we have that z,P,~ 2 E”J(n,(SO(p + q - 2n))), by Proposi- 
tion 1.2(ii). Note that 2p + 2q = 3m - 4 is equivalent to p + q - 2n = n + 1, so 
E”J(x,(SO(p + q - 2n))) = J(n,(SO)), hence J(n,(SO)) c n, p+‘. The result follows, since for 
n = 1, 3, 7, J(n,(SO)) 3 7~: (see [13]). 
(c) Finally, if q < n, then p > 2n, and the result follows from Proposition 1.2(i) and the 
suspension theorem for homotopy groups of spheres. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem I. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM III 
Note that it follows from Proposition 1.2(i) that Theorem III is true for 
p > p + 4 - n - 1 = m - 2. Hence in what follows, we may restrict to the case p < m - 3, 
in which case Theorem III is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.2 below. The idea is to 
compute the cc-invariant on a particular class of examples, which we now describe. 
Let KY:,‘,,_ 1 be the group (under connected sum) of isotopy classes of smooth oriented 
links K = (K,, K2) in Sm-‘, where Ki, resp. K2, are diffeomorphic to S-i, resp. Sq- ‘, and 
are unknotted, and the linking coefficients are trivial (i.e. each component is null-homotopic 
in the complement of the other). 
For a given K in Krr:,,_ 1, we choose an embedding representing K, 
g = g1~g2:Sp-1~Sq-1 -+ sm-‘. 
Now take the trace of a homotopy of g given by fixing g2 and making some choice of 
homotopy of gi in Sm-‘\g2(Sq-‘) to a constant map *, and then arbitrarily cap off g2 in 
S”- ’ x {l}\* E Rm-‘. Considering Sj-’ x [0, l] to be the collar of Sj- ’ in Sj, = 
{x E Sjl xj+ 1 > 0}, we get a link map SP, US’!+ + Sy. Now we perform the same construc- 
tion, but interchange the roles of SP- ’ and Sq- ‘, and turn the deformation parameter 
upside down, replacing S< by Si. Finally we glue the resulting maps together and have 
defined 
a(K): SpuSq + Sm. 
The link homotopy class of a(K) is only well-defined up to the choice of the null- 
homotopies used in its construction. Note that one has 
e,(7cp(Sm-q- ‘)) I> e,(7rq(Sm-p- ‘)) 
(To see this, consider a representative link map in e,(rcq(Sm-P- ‘)). Since the q-sphere maps 
into Sm\i(Sp) z Sm-p-l x Dp+ ‘, we can homotope it into an (unknotted) embedding: 
simply homotope the projection to D p+ ’ into the standard embedding Sq c Dq+ ’ c Dp+ ‘.) 
Let 
LMT,q = LM~,q/e,(7cp(Sm-q- ‘)), 
Then in view of the above discussion the construction above leads to a well-defined 
homomorphism 
rs:Km.I1 p l,q-1 + LM;,,. 
Let p’ = m - p - 1 and 4’ = m - q - 1 be the dual dimensions. In constructing his 
exact sequence for links in codimension b3 (see also Appendix B) Haefliger [7] defines 
a homomorphism 
(P’.4’) 
PI n -+ K”I’ P 14-l 
m-2 
where 
(P’,d) 
n = ker(n,- 2(Sp’ v Sq’) + 7cn,_2(SP’) 0 7r,-z(9)). 
m-2 
We will recall the definition of p in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Let 
n; = 7c;/E”7rp(Sm-q- I),
and let pr : 7~: + irf denote the projection. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let p, q < m - 3. Then the following diagram is commutative (up to sign): 
l-E? &Km_’ P 14-l 
I 
h 
I 
r3 
7c,-&sp’+q’-1) AL 
I 
E” 
I 
d 
s 
=?I 
PT, -s 
xi? 
where Cc is the map induced by CI, and h is the Hilton-coeficient corresponding to the Whitehead 
product of the two natural inclusions into the wedge Sp’ v Sq’. 
Proof Motivated by results of Jin [ll], we introduce a Sato-Levine type invariant for 
elements of Krlf,q_ 1. Let g = gl ugz : Sp-‘uSq- ’ -+ R”- ’ be an embedding whose image 
is a link K = (K,, K,) in KrI:,q_l. We extend gl and g2 to continuous maps 
g’r:DP--,Rm-l\Kzandg’,:Dq+Rm-l \K,. Then the framed intersection C c Dp x Dq is the 
preimage of 0 E R”- ’ by the map g; - g;. (We have to choose the extensions o that 0 is 
a regular value.) This gives rise to an element of rrp+q(Sm-l) z $. Its coset t(K) in irf does 
not depend on the choice of null-homotopy. (Compare two null-homotopies of the (p - l)- 
sphere in the complement of the (q - I)-sphere. The difference of the intersections is given 
by the a-invariant of a p-sphere mapped into the complement of a (q - 1)-sphere mbedded 
in S”- ‘, which is contained in Emrcp(Sq’). See Theorem C3). 
Thus we have defined a homomorphism 
Theorem 2.2 will now be an immediate consequence of the following two observations: 
LEMMA 2.3. The following diagram is commutative (up to sign): 
LEMMA 2.4. The relation 
holds (up to sign). 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We use the description of p, which is given in [7, Section 1.51. For 
a E flz’~“;’ c x,_ 2(Sp’ v Sq’), the preimages of regular values (away from the wedge-point) in 
Sp’ and Sq’ are framed submanifolds A4 and N of S”‘-* of dimensions (p - 1) and (q - 1). 
Haefliger proves that there are disjoint framed manifolds I/ and W in D’!-’ = 
{xEY-~Ix, 2 0}, such that 
aT/ = MUKl and aW = NUKz 
(as framed submanifolds). Then K = (K,, K,) is a (trivially) framed link in the interior of 
D’!- ‘, which represents p(a). 
M and N bound framed manifolds I/’ and W’ in D’!- ’ = S”- ‘\int(Dy- ‘), which 
intersect in a framed manifold Co c D’!!-‘. It has been proven in [S, Proposition 2.31 that 
Co represents Eh(a) (up to sign). 
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Extend the embeddings g1 and g2, representing K, to maps g; and g; into int(Dy- ‘), as 
in the definition of the Sato-Levine invariant. This extends the naturally given embeddings 
of I/u~ I” and WuN W’ to continuous maps of closed framed manifolds V” = 
V'LJ~ I/u~~-~ Dp and W” = W’uN WU,,-~ Dq. Their framed intersection is zero-bordant. 
(To see this, one uses an isotopy of R”‘-I = Sm-l\*, where * is not in the image of the maps 
of V” and W”, to push these maps apart. The framed intersection of their traces is the 
required zero-bordism.) 
The framed intersection of I/” and W” is the union of C, Co and c, where C is the 
intersection of Dp and Dq and where c is the sum of the intersection of I/ with the map g;, 
and of the intersection of W with the map g;. Thus the following equation holds: 
t(K) f proE”h(a) + pi.(c) = 0. 
Let C’ c 04 x I/ be the framed transverse intersection of g)2 and the submanifold I/. 
Also, consider the map g; : Dq + R”- ’ and take the preimage C” c Dq of the normally 
framed submanifold I/ c R”- ‘. It is proven in [15, Theorem 1.31 that up to sign, C’ and C” 
are stably framed bordant. A similar consideration holds for the transverse intersection of 
W and g;. This proves that CEE”TC,(S~‘) (since E”np(Sq’) 2 Em7tq(SP’)), and thus 
pr(c) = 0. 0 
ProofofLemma 2.4. For K = (K,, K2), o(K) is represented by the link map, described in 
the beginning of this section, which is the union of two link maps SP, US: + S”, and 
SP_US% -+ ST. We begin by changing the construction of the link map SPuS4_ + S’!!, so 
that the image of S4 lies in S”-‘\Sp- r. (This changes the resulting link map by a link 
homotopy.) Now observe that there is a p + l-ball B P+l bounding Sp (homotope SP+ into 
Sm.- ’ and then to SK), which can be chosen to intersect S”-’ in a p-ball BP bounding K1 and 
which avoids S‘$. From the description of the a-invariant given in [15, Theorem 1.31, we see 
that Cc0 a(K) is represented by B P+‘nSq whereas the Sato-Levine invariant is BPnS4. 
Since these intersections are the same, the Lemma follows. 0 
Remark 2.5. If p, q < m - 3 and 2p + 2q 6 3m - 6, then G: KFI,‘,,- 1 + LM;,, is injec- 
tive since i 0 G is an isomorphism. This follows from the Haefliger exact sequence, which in 
this case reduces to (see [19, Proof of Theorem 6.11) 
np(S 
m-q-l E’ s p 
)-%I + K;& 1 + 0. 
3. LINK INVARIANTS AND THE MAP TO THE COMPLEMENT 
In this section we show how the u-invariant, and another invariant known as the 
p-invariant, can be derived from the map of the p-sphere to the complement of the q-sphere. 
More precisely, these invariants are obtained from the S-dual of this map. 
Letq <m - 2,andf=fl~f2:SP~Sq + S” be a link map. It follows from Hirsch theory 
thatf, can be approximated by a smooth general position immersion. In this way we choose 
a representative in the link homotopy class such that the image of Sq is simpler than that of 
a singular map. Of course, the simplest image is that of an embedding. So one tries to 
eliminate the double points of f2 by a link homotopy. This is obstructed by f(Sp), and 
for (*) and 
p+3qd3m-6 (**) 
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this obstruction, up to link homotopy, is precisely measured by the F-invariant (see [16, 
Theorem 1.151). 
Let us begin with a description of the B-invariant (compare [16]). 
From the general position immersionf* we derive the double point data: 
T 
- sq 
i I 2:l 1 
- Sf D i m 
Here fi = {(x, ~)ES* x Sqlx # y andfi(x) =f2(y)} is th e set of double points “at the source”, 
which comes equipped with the immersion i: 0” + Sq given by r(x, y) = x. The double points 
“at the target” form the manifold D = E/Z,, where Zz acts on 0” via (x, y) H (y, x) and 
D comes equipped with the immersion i into S” given by [x, y] H fi(x). 
The normal bundle N(D, Sm) at the point [x, y] is the sum of N(D”, Sq)X and N@;, Sq),, 
and these vector spaces are identified with N(Sq, S”J and N(Sq, Sm)X. Suppose now that 
(away from some point not containing the image of D) we have a trivialization of N(Sq, Sm). 
Then this yields an identification of N(Sq, Sm)X with N(Sq, S”‘),,, and the involution given by 
interchanging x and y defines a decomposition of N(D, S’“) into (m - q)& @ E”-~, where AD 
is the line bundle associated to the covering 0” -+ D and E is the trivial line bundle. We let 
D + P” classify the line bundle AD. Thus D is a (m - q)A-manifold, where A denotes the 
universal ine bundle over P” (i.e. the stable normal bundle of D is equipped with a stable 
isomorphism to (m - q)l). 
Let S(i.,) = 0” and B(A,) be the sphere and disk bundles of AD with projection pr. We 
extend fi to a map 
f2 : sq ufi B&J + f (P) c S” 
(where we attach B(&,) using ?), by 
Tz;ISq =f2 and Ji21B(&,) = iopr. 
Since q 6 m - 2, there is a natural contraction of d in Sq, induced by a contraction of Sq\* 
for some point * E Sq\$fi). Thus we have a canonical homotopy equivalence 
r : sq v T(1,) a sq ufi B(E”,) 
where T&J is the Thorn space B(&,)/S(L,). Let fz = & 0 r. 
Remark 3.1. If fi has only double points (e.g. generically for 3q < 2m), then yz is 
a homotopy equivalence onto its image. This follows since f (Sq) is obtained by identifying 
the (contractible) fibers of B(A,) in SquaB(A,) to points. 
Following Koschorke we consider 
y2 :T(&,) c Sq v T(i,) + f (Sq) c S” 
and derive the “link map” 
Spu T&J + Sm. 
Now replace S” by R” (by removing a well-chosen point, see [12, p. 7611) and take the 
normalized difference of the map on the components. This gives a map 
~:PA T(;lD)-,Sm-l 
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which is differentiable away from the basepoint. Then 
C = 4- ‘(regular value) c RP x AD 
is a smooth framed submanifold which represents a(f). 
It was pointed out in [16] that, for p + 2q < 3m - 5, the joint bordism class of the map 
b:C+D 
(defined by the projection C c RP x AD AD), together with descriptions of the stable 
normal bundle of C and D, retains the essential information (e.g. one may forget the 
embedding in C c RP x A,). This defines 
B(f) E Or, P, 4) 
Here B(m, p, q) is the joint bordism group of maps C + D, and stable isomorphisms of the 
stable normal bundles of C and D as follows: D is a zero bordant (m - q)l-manifold of 
dimension (2q - m) (we can assume that g is regularly homotopic to the standard inclusion). 
So we fix a stable isomorphism of the stable normal bundle of D with the bundle (m - q)A, 
(1 is the canonical bundle over P”, and D comes equipped with a map into P” classifying 
A,,). C is an s-dimensional eA-manifold in the obvious way (e = m - q - 1). 
Let 
be the image of p(f) under the natural forgetful homomorphism 
c : B(m, p, q) + Q(Pa; el) 
which maps [b: C + D] to [Cl. (Here sZi(X, 4) d enotes the normal bordism group of 
i-dimensional r-manifolds, i.e. manifolds, whose normal bundle is equipped with a stable 
isomorphism to the bundle < over X. See e.g. [3].) The map c is an epimorphism for (ii), and 
an isomorphism for (i) by [16, Proposition 1.143. 
Let (X, Y> denote the set of homotopy classes of stable maps from X to Y. Now by 
S-duality, the stable mapping [f] E{F’, Sm\f(Sq)} gives rise to its dual mapping 
[Df] E { f(Sq), Sm-P- ‘} = {Sp /\f(Sq), Sm-l}. Let DX A X + SNv-’ denote the “difference” 
duality mapping, i.e. for X c SN, DX denotes the complement of an open regular neighbor- 
hood, and DX x X -+ SN- ’ is obtained by (y, x) H (y - x)/lly - XII (one replaces S” by R” 
by removing a point). Then for a given map f: Sp -+ DX, one obtains the dual mapping 
S+,XrhDX/\X+SN-l (see [23, Sections 5.1 and 5.11; 24, Section 121). Thus 
Df: Sp A f (Sq) + (Sm\f(Sq)) A f (Sq) + S”- 1 is precisely given by the difference construction. 
The mapping Sq v T(i,) -f (Sq) gives rise, via composition, to two mappings 
Sp A Sq + Sm-‘, resp. Sp A T(1,) -+ S”-l, representing ~1, resp. p. (Here we can use the 
description of CI in terms of the difference mapping, cf. [15, Section 2.61. We have proven the 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f = fl u f2 : SpuSq + S” be a link map with fi a general position 
immersion with double point set D. Then under the map 
7cp(Y\ f (P)) + {SP, sm\ f (P)} duality {f(P), s”-p-‘) 
-+ {sq, &y-p-l }O{T(~~),S”-~-~}~n~0B(m,p,q) 
Cfil is sent to Mf), B(f )). 
Note that {T(&), Sm-P- ‘} 2 O,(D; (m - q - l)i,) by the Thorn-Pontryagin construc- 
tion, so there is a natural homomorphism into B(m, p, q). 
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4. THE /l-INVARIANT AND THE IMAGE OF e, 
In this section we prove Theorem IV, i.e. we show that for p,q < m - 3 and 
2p + 2q 6 3m - 5 exactness holds in the sequence: 
7$&Y-q-l+ LM;,, --% a#“; (m - q - 1)A). 
Note that it is always true that p 0 e, = 0. 
Letf=fi~f2:SP~Sq -+ S” be a link map, q < m - 3. For simplicity let us denote by 
K the space Sm\f(Sq) and let SL be a meridian sphere off2. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Letf, be homotopic to a map into S’. Then [f] Ee,(xJS()). 
Proof: Since S’ links f2(Sq) with linking number one, fi is homotopic, in the 
complement of SC to a meridian of S’. Thus f is link homotopic to a link with fi(Sq) 
standard. 0 
LEMMA 4.2. For a generic mapping f: Sq + S”, the pair (K, S’) is 2& - l-connected. 
Proof: Let S be the singular set of the map f (so that ,f is an embedding on Sq\S and 
f(S”\S)nf(S) = 8). Let C be the mapping cone of the map flS:S +f(S). Generically 
dim(S) = 2q - m. Then f(Sq) has the homotopy type of Sq v C. It follows by duality that 
Hi(K, S’) z H”‘-‘(S”\S’, Sq v C). But as S”\S’ has the homotopy type of S‘J, Hi(K, S’) z 
H”-‘(CC) = 0, if m - i > 2q - m + 2, i.e. 2(m - q - 1) > i. (Here ZC denotes the suspen- 
sion of C.) 
We will now study the obstruction to deform fi into S’. From the homotopy exact 
sequence 
7&Y’) * 71JK) --) 7cp(K, S”) 
we see that the obstruction is the element [fi] E zp(K, 9). Now since SL is L - 1 connected 
and (K, SL) is 2e - 1 connected, we get by homotopy excision that the projection K -+ K/f 
induces an isomorphism 
provided p < 3e - 1 = 3m - 3q - 4. 
Since K/S’ is 2L’ - 1 connected, the group n,(K/S’) is stable (since p < 4e - 2) and 
hence we get a sequence of isomorphisms (use the fact that there is a stable splitting 
{Sp, K} + {Sp, S’} induced by the map dual to Sq +f(Sq)) 
{ST K} duality 
n,(K S’) + {Sp, W’) = ms’) 
{ f(S’), SmeP- ‘} 
, (S4, y-P-‘} . 
Thus we have almost proven the following: 
THEOREM 4.3. Letf=f, ufi b e a link map with f2 in general position and let C be the 
mapping cone of the map f 1 S : S -+ f (S). If p + 3q < 3m - 4, then there is an isomorphism: 
xp(K, S/)5 {C, Sm-P-‘} 
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Proof. This follows by the isomorphisms above and the fact thatf(S”) N Sq v C, which 
implies that 
{f(F), Y-p- ‘} 
(9, Y-p-‘} 
z {C, Y-p-‘}. 0 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose that in addition fi is a general position immersion. Then 
7tp(K, 9) E sZ,(D; (m - q - l)&). 
Zf the classifying map D + P” is s + l-connected, whereas s = p + 2q - 2m + 2, then 
b(f) = 0 implies [f] E im(e,). 
Proof Let R be the mapping cone of the map T -+ CT, where T c T(&,) is the Thorn 
space of the restriction AT of AD to the triple points and CT c C denotes its image under the 
map T(I,) -+ C. Since the map T(&,) + C is a bijection away from &-, the mapping cone of 
T(&,) + C has R as deformation retract. Thus we have the sequence: 
IR, S m-p-1} + {C, Sm-P-‘} + (T(A,), Sm-P-‘} -+ {R, .Yp>. 
Since R has dimension 634 - 2m + 2, we have {C, S”-P-l) E CT(&), Sm-P-‘} for 
p $- 3q < 3m - 3. Recall that { T(L,), Sm-P-‘} E R,(D; (m - q - l)i,). The second asser- 
tion follows from Propositions 3.2 and 4.1, since n,(D; (m - q - l)&) E 
Qs(P”; (m - q - 1)A). Cl 
In Appendix A we will prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose (i), q < p d m - 3 and dim(D) = 2q - m > 2. Then, after a regu- 
lar homotopy of the q-sphere in the complement of the p-sphere we may assume that the 
classifying map D -+ P” is s + 1 = p + 2q - 2m + 3-connected. 
Proof of Theorem IV. Theorem 4.5 and the Corollary 4.4 yield Theorem IV in case 
dim(D) > 2. 
If dim(D) = 1, then dim(C) = 0 (or dim(C) < 0, i.e. C = 0, in which case p < 2e and fi is 
homotopic into S’), so we have: 
p=2q-4 and m=2q-1. 
Thus, (*), (**) holds for q > 5 and the result follows from the exactness of the Koschorke 
sequence (and the isomorphism B(m, p, q) E Qs(Pa; m - q - 1)1) in the range (i), see Propo- 
sition Cl). 
The case q = 4 (i.e. f: S4uS4 + S’) was treated in [S]. The cases q < 3 do not occur 
since we assume p 2 q. This completes the proof of Theorem IV. 
(Alternatively one may treat the case dim(D) = 1, dim(C) = 0 with a variant of The- 
orem 4.5 as follows: The proof of Theorem 4.5 shows that we may connect the com- 
ponents of D via surgery. Note that, if D is connected and m -q is odd, then 
R,(D; (m - q - l)&,) E R,(P”; (m - q - 1)A) g Z. On the other hand, if m - q is even and 
D is connected, then Ro(D; (m - q - l)&) z Z if d is not connected, whereas 
S&,(D; (m - q - l)&,) E R,(P”; (m - q - l)n) E Z2 if d is connected. It will suffice to have 
D = D1 u Dz with d, connected and the obstruction to lie in the Ro(D1; (m - q - l)&) 
summand of LRO(D; (m - q - l)iD). We leave it as an exercise to the reader to construct an 
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immersion of Sq in Rzq-’ (for 4 odd), which has a component 0; of its double points D’ 
nontrivially covered. (Hint: Start with an immersion of S(n) x sqP1 + (q - l)(il @ E), where 
1 is the Moebius band.) The required decomposition of the double point set can then be 
achieved by taking the connected sum of this immersion with& (away from the image of 
f(P)) and connecting up the double points D (assuming that D is connected and trivially 
covered) of_& with D;.) 0 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM II 
Set ei = m - pi - 1. By our dimension assumptions, rrP,(S’, + ‘I- ‘) is stable and isomor- 
phic to x:( + /,+/& _Zm + 3 where the invariant ~ijk lives. Clearly the map ,u is surjective as the 
individual invariants can be realized (as a connected sum of link maps: the uij can be realized 
by Theorem I; the C(ijk can be realized by a map of SP1 into the wedge S’!v S’j of the 
meridians of a trivial link and whose coefficient in the npk(Se’ fC~-‘)-summand of the 
Hilton-Milnor decomposition of E~~(S”~ v S’J) is pijk, compare [17, pp. 277-2791). 
The proof of injectivity is given by induction on r’, the number of components. The result 
is true for r = 2 by Theorem I. Now suppose r > 2 and all invariants vanish. By hypothesis, 
the elements Clip are all trivial, in particular, the elements pi? vanish. Choose for i < r a base 
point on the regular part off(P) and join these by arcs to a base point (meeting the image 
offonly in these base points). Denote by K the complement of the union of thef(P), i < r, 
and these arcs. Then as in Section 4, the obstruction to homotoping the rth component into 
S/IV ..* v S-I, lies in {Vi<* Ti, SC,}, where Ti is the Thorn-space of the A-bundle over the 
double-points of the ith component. Obviously the obstruction is additive. As in Section 4 
(and Appendix A) we can therefore perform surgery on the double-point sets to make the 
maps to P” “sufficiently” connected. Then the groups (7’i, S/r> are isomorphic to 
sZsi(Pm, tin), Si = pI + 2pi - 2m + 2, where the obstructions lie. Since pi* = 0 we can 
homotope Sfi into the wedge S’I v ... v S-1. Now by induction, the sublink of the first 
r - 1 components is trivial. A homotopy of this link to the trivial link may be lifted to 
a homotopy of the full r-component link map, since the kth component lies in the subspace 
Se1 v . . . v S-l, which may be taken to be undisturbed (see [17]). Now consider the element 
[fi] E n,(S’I v . . . v S’,-I). As all the pip are trivial, [fi] lies in the summands 0 x~,(S’) of 
the Hilton-Milnor decomposition of .rr,,(S’~ v . . v S-l). (Under our dimension restrictions 
the only other summands are the stable terms rc,(S ‘I+ ‘J- I).) Thus, up to homotopy, the link 
is the connected sum of links, which involve only a single nontrivial 2-component sublink. 
But as the invariants ai, vanish, by Theorem I, each of these 2-component sublinks, and thus 
the corresponding connected sum-components of the given link, is trivial. 
Since p is an additive surjective map with trivial kernel from an abelian monoid onto 
a group, by Lemma 1.1, p is an isomorphism, and Theorem II is proven. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The range of surjectivity is best possible, if we assume that the p-component has 
codimension ~2. For example: cr(LM ::,,) z Zlzo q&n; and a(LJ@J = 0 $’ rcf z Z2 
(compare [15, p. 7561) violating surjectivity for 2p + 2q = 3m - 3. 
The range of injectivity is best possible. Injectivity is violated for 2p + 2q = 3m - 4. For 
example, if m = p + 4 = 4k, k > 5, q = 2k + 2, rci is finite, but LMF,, @ Q = Q (see [16, pp. 
755-7561). As another example, (see [14]) the groups LM$i_2,q are not even finitely 
generated for q 2 2. 
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Our lower bound for 7~:‘~ in Theorem III is not best possible even for p, 4 < m - 3 as can 
be seen from the following example suggested by U. Koschorke: The link map 
realizes the generator 
“Hopf link”. Thus we 
s*~gesypQ+pl 
v2 of rc: z Z2, where v E n8(S5) g Z24 is the generator and H is the 
have 
0 = E%,(S3) # 7$‘8 z 22 z 7c”6 
(compare [25] and [15, eq. (2.12), p. 3981). 
QUESTION 1. Can one$nd an example (with p, q > 1) with LMY,, not a group? 
Note that rc$” = { - l,O, l} c Z, by [15, example (3.2), p. 4031. 
QUESTION 2. Is c( always injective on the set of homotopy classes of embedded links? 
PROBLEM 3. What is the range of injectivityfor the pair (c(, fl)? 
PROBLEM 4. Investigate the failure of the Whitney-Haejliger model and its implications 
link homotopy at the edge 2p + 2q = 3m - 4. 
APPENDIX A: SURGERY ON THE DOUBLE POINT MANIFOLD 
We consider a general position immersion Sq + S”. The double point data D, 6, and the 
corresponding immersions and bundles are defined as in Section 3. 
We wish to do surgery on D so that the map D --, P” becomes  + 1 connected. Our 
claim is that this is possible if 
2s < dim(D) and dim(D) > 2, 
or equivalently 
2p + 2q < 3m - 5 and q > 5 + 1. 
After first making D connected and rci (D) + rtl(P”) surjective (i.e. 0” connected), we only 
need to kill (see [20]) elements of ker(ni(D) + ni(P“‘)) f or i < s. (Since if n*(D) + rti(P“‘) is an 
isomorphism for i < s, then it is also surjective for i = s + 1, since ni + 1 (P”) = 0, except if 
s = 0, in which case we must still make x1(D) -+ rcI(P”) surjective. See the argument given 
below.) 
NOW suppose g : S’ + D represents an element of ker(ni(D) + ni(P”)). Then, since i is 
below the middle dimension, we can suppose g is an embedding. Moreover, since the triple 
points have dimension < 3q - 2m, which is below the middle dimension (i.e. 
3q -- 2m < *(2q - m), i.e. 4q c 3m), we may assume that the embedding is away from these 
triple points. Now note that since D is a (m - q)i manifold and the composite S’ + P” is 
trivial (so that (m - q)&,( S’ is trivial), we get that the normal bundle of S’ in D, N(S’, D), is 
stably trivial and hence trivial. Let us denote this bundle by q. 
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Next we construct the standard model for doing surgery on a framed i-sphere of double 
points of an immersed q-manifold. We will make use of the model manifold 
R” = R xRifl xRaqmmmi xRmmqpl x Rmeqel and of two embeddings, g+ and g- of 
Rq=Ri+lxR2q-m-ixRm-g-l. m R” intersecting transversally along 0 x S’ x R2qdmei x 
0x0. For example, one may take g_(x,y,z) =(/lx/l’- 1, x, y, 0, z) and 
g+(x, y, z) = (1 - IIxII*, x, y, z, 0). Note that the sphere S’ bounds a ball D’+’ c R’+’ c Rq 
and that S’+’ = D’;-’ ‘uD’? ’ (where Di+’ ’ = g+ (D’+ ‘) and D’+ ’ =f-(Di’ ‘)) bounds a ball 
(with corners along S’) D”* c R x R’+’ c R”. (Pushing one of the two knaps across Dif2 
performs the surgery. More precisely, the double points of the resulting regular isotopy 
are the trace of this surgery. In particular, the map to P” extends over the surgery 
cobordism.) 
We will proceed through the steps of the embedding process, checking certain dimension 
restrictions along the way as we go. 
Note that as S’ + P J, is trivial, the cover 0” + D restricted to S’ is trivial, hence S’ is 
trivially covered in 0”. (We note here that for purposes of making d connected, in which case 
i = 0, we have a choice of trivialization over the disconnected sphere So. The appropriate 
choice will connect different components after surgery since dim(D) > 2.) We will label the 
two copies of S’ by S; and St. 
Our next task is to span $+ and S! by disjoint balls Di+’ ’ and D? 1 in Sq. We first push 
S; and Si- along the first vector of N(E;, Sq) (recall that this bundle was trivialized at each 
point) and then extend to embeddings of the balls missing the image of 0”. This is possible 
since i + 1 is below the middle dimension (of Sq) and provided i + 1 + dim(D) < q, i.e. 
p + 3q 6 3m - 4. Now the normal bundle of Di,” in Sg, restricted to Si,, is v @ c”-~-~. 
(Recall that q is the normal bundle of S’ in D.) We wish to extend this partial framing over 
Di+’ ‘. This is possible provided Xi( Vq-i_ l,m-q- 1) = 0, i.e. if 2i < 2q - m, i.e. if i is below the 
middle dimension. (Here Vj,, denotes the Stiefel manifold of i-frames in Rj.) Let q+ be the 
extension of q over D’;-’ ’ complementary to the (m - q - 1)-frame determined above. 
Next we extend the embedding of S’+’ = D’,+‘uD!?’ to an embedding of D’+* in S”. 
We first construct a collar neighborhood (with corners along S’) of S’+‘, by pushing 
Di+’ ’ and D’? ’ along the first vector of the normal bundle of S4. (Recall that this bundle was 
trivialized.) We can extend this to get an embedding of Dif2 whose interior misses the image 
of Sq and S’, provided i + 2 f p < m (since i + 2 6 q d p), i.e. 2p + 2q 6 3m - 5. 
Finally, the normal bundle of D’+* in S”, restricted to Di+“, has the decomposition 
yl+ @&m-q-1 @Em-g-l, which we will extend across Di+2. Over D’_” it splits as 
r/- @ am-q- l and our extension must be compatible with this splitting. We first extend the 
(W - q - 1) frame over S’+ ’ to all of Di+2. (The possible obstruction lies in 
7Ci+ 1(V,_i_ Z,m_q_ l), which vanishes provided 2i + 2 < q, i.e. 2p + 3q < 4m - 6.) NOW set 
q’ to be the complementary bundle to the (m - q - I)-frame over Di+2. y’ splits over Di+’ ’ 
as q+ @ E*-~- ‘. Pushing the remaining (m - q - 1) frame across D’+* yields the splitting 
over D’+‘. 
Since the relevant framing information along Dit2 agrees with that of the standard 
model, one can now construct an embedding of the standard model onto a neighborhood 
of Di+2. 
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Theorem B has been announced in [21]. The method of proof is similar to that of 
Massey-Rolfsen [ 191. 
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In this section we assume q < p < m - 3 and set p’ = m - p - 1 and q’ = m - q - 1. 
Let L& be the set of isotopy (equivalently concordance) classes of embedded links (with 
unknotted components) Sp u Sq c S”. Then for each KELF,~ the linking coefficients 
l(K) = (11 (K), /2(K)) E r$(S4’) 0 r@P’) 
are defined. 
THEOREM Bl. Assume 2p + 3q Q 4m - 8. Let &E n,(S”-4- ‘) and EP’(L) = 0. Then there 
exists a link K, [K] E Lp,*, with l(K) = (t, 0)~: TcJP’) @ TcJS~‘). In particular [K] = 0 in 
LM;,, . 
Proof To prove existence of K we will use the Haefliger [7] exact sequence. Let 
and 
Al$$” = ker(rc,(SP’ v Sq’) + np(SP’)) 0 ker(rcp(SP’ v Sq’) + n,(S4’)) 
(P’. 4’) 
mg2 = ker(rc,_2(SP’~ S*‘) + x,,,_~(S~‘) 0 ~c,-~(F’)). 
The homomorphisms above are induced by the natural retractions Sp’ v Sq’ + Sp’ and 
Sp’ v Sq’ + Sq’. Next consider the right-hand part of the Haefliger exact sequence 
where l(K) = (Al(K), &(K)) is defined by the homotopy classes represented by the result of 
pushing each of the components along a bounding disk into the boundary of the comp- 
lement of a tubular neighborhood of the link (this complement has the homotopy type of 
Sp’ v Sq’ up to dimension m - 2). The homomorphism w is defined by w(a, b) = 
[a, i1] + [b, t2] for any (a, b) E Ag:$ ), ’ where il, resp. i2, is the homotopy class of the 
inclusion Sp’ + Sp’ v Sq’, resp. S4’ --t Sp’ v S4’. Now consider (a, b) E A$$” in terms of the 
Hilton decomposition [9]: 
a = i2 oal f [[i2, iI], i2] 0 a2 
b = + [i2, iI1 0 bl f [[iz, ill, hlo b2 + CCi2, iJ,iJ o b. 
We will show that we may choose a,, a2, bl, b2, b3, with al = t, so that w(a, b) = 0. Then by 
the Haefliger exact sequence, we obtain that there is a link K such that A(K) = (a, b). It 
follows that l(K) = (d, 0) as required. Now since EP’(Q = 0, it follows from the EHP- 
sequence (exact for 3p + 3q < 5m - lo), 
that (see [26, Theorem 2.4, p, 5481) 
EP’ - l(t) = [i, i] 0 c 
for some c~rc,,_~(S~~‘+~~‘-~), where iE7tp,+,f_l(SP’+q’-1) is the homotopy class of the 
identity. The suspension homomorphism 
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is onto for 3p + 4q < 6m - 11. So we can choose an element 
such that 
x(e)E7rp(Sp’+2q’-2) 
P-ix(e) = c 
holds. We set a2 = x(e). Recall [26] that the James-Hopf invariants (defined for r, k, s 2 1) 
are homomorphisms 
The bi are chosen such that 
E‘f-lb1 = + EP'-'hi(t) 
Eq’- lb2 = &- EP'- ‘h2(l) 
E‘f-lb3 = + EP'-'x(l). 
This is possible by the suspension theorem using the dimension restriction 
2p + 3q < 4m - 8. One now computes that with a correct choice of signs one has 
w(a, b) = 0. To see this we use the Barcus-Barratt formula [2]: Let w E zk + i(X), 1 E rc, + 1(X) 
and c1 E n, + 1 (X). Then 
[woa,1] = 1 +e&v,z)~E’hs-l~ 
s 2 1 
holds, where &(w, 1) = [[[[I, w]w] ... ] w]. Expand [a, ii] (resp. [b, i2]) using the Barcus- 
Barratt formula. This yields four (resp. three) possibly nonzero terms. The fourth term 
involves the bracket [ir [[i2, il] i2]], which we expand using the Jacobi identity (for the 
distributive law for suspensions ee [26, eq. (8.2), p. 4791) to yield terms involving 
[[&, i2], [i1, i2]] and [[[i2, ir] iI] i2]. But [[ii, i2], [i1, i2]] = [ii, i2] 0 [i, i]. Thus there are 
two terms involving [i1, i2] and these cancel. The three remaining terms cancel with those 
of [b, i2]. 0 
Proof of Theorem B. Let [f] = e*(e) for some ~~rc~(S”-~-~). Assume that 
E”(t) = ct[f] = 0 (see Appendix C, Theorem C3). Note that (i) is equivalent to 
m - 1 < 2(p’ + q’) - 2, from which it follows that rc,_ l(Sp’+q’) is stable by the Suspension 
Theorem. Thus EP’(/) = 0, and by Theorem Bl there exists a link K in S” with E,(K) = - / 
and 12(K) = 0. Since Z,(K) = 0, K is link-homotopy trivial. Thus 0 = [K] = 
e,(-e)ELMr,q. It follows that f is link homotopic to the connected sum off and K, and 
consequently that [f] = [f] + [K] = e*(e) + e,(-e) = e,(O) = OELMF,~. 0 
APPENDIX c: THE KOSCHORKE EXACT SEQUENCE 
In this section we review certain facts from the literature and prove Theorem C. 
We state as theorems several results valid in the 2-metastable range, whose proofs 
involve a close reading of [16]. 
In [16] Koschorke establishes the exact sequence: 
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under the hypothesis (*) 3q + 3 < 2m and (**) p + 3q < 3m - 6. Moreover, this sequence 
maps to the stable EHP sequence 
d+1 +a+, (P”; (m - q - 1)L) 4 x~(S~-~-~) + rr: + !&(Pm; (m - q - l)n). 
The map ~c,(S~-~-‘) -+ LMT,4 is given by e,, LMF,, + B(m, p, q) is the p-invariant, 
LM;,, --) 71 n’ is the a-invariant, and the forgetful map B(m, p, q) + Cls(Pm; (m - q - 1))) 
sends fl to /?. 
Recall (cf. [ 181) that the stable EHP sequence is obtained from the homotopy long exact 
sequence of the pair (F, F,,), where Fd is the space of degree 1 based self-maps of S* and 
F = hm Fd. One has the natural identification 7Ci(Fd) E ni+d(S*). Considering S* = R*ucc 
induces the inclusion of SO(d) in F,, and one has [ll; 18, Theorem 1.31 that the map 
(SO, SO(d)) -+ (F, Fd) is 2d - 1 connected. 
Identifying the Thorn space T(dI) of the bundle dl over P” with the stunted projective 
space P”/P*- ’ and using the 2d connected map Pm/P*- ’ + SO/SO(d) = vd+ m,gl yields the 
map 
n,(T(dl)) -+ n,(SO/SO(d)) z n,(SO, SO(d)) 
which is an isomorphism if r < 2d - 1 and an epimorphism if r < 2d. Finally n,(T(dA)) is 
stable if r 6 2d - 2, since T(d1) is d - 1 connected. Applying the Thorn-Pontryagin 
construction yields the isomorphism 
n,(T(dA))L R,_d(P”; dl) 
provided r < 2d - 2. 
Consequently if r < 2d - 2, one gets the stable EHP sequence 
Set d = m - q - 1 and p = r + d - 1 (i.e. r = n + 1). Thus the sequence 
Cl,+ l(P”D; (m - q - l)A) + rcp(S”-q- ‘) -+ nl+ Q,(Pa; (m - q - 1)1) 
+ q_l(Sm-q + . . . 
is exact provided p - (m - q - 1) + 1 6 2(m - q - 1) - 2, i.e. (w). 
PROPOSITION Cl (Koschorke [16, Proposition 1.14, p. 7621). 
c:B(m,p,q)-,SZ,(P”;(m-q-1)3,) 
is bijective if(i) and surjective if (ii) holds. 
THEOREM C2 (Koschorke [15, Theorem 4.8, p. 4121). The diagram 
commutes. 
LM;,,A Sls(Pm; (m - q - 1)i) 
I 
z 
I 
= 
rrz JL R,(P”; (m - q - l)A) 
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THEOREM C3 (Kervaire [12, Lemma 5.11). The diagram 
commutes. 
The diagram 
W4 P, 4) - 7-c,(Sm-q- ‘) 
I I = 
Qs(Pa; (m - q - l)A)- rcP(S”-q-l) 
commutes by definition. 
THEOREM 
is trivial if(i) 
C4 (Koschorke [16, Theorem 2.5, Remark 2.101). The composition 
Q,+ l(P”; (m - q - 1)/1) + zp(Sm-q-l)- LM~,, 
holds. 
PROPOSITION C5 (Koschorke [16, 2.3, p. 7661). The map 
P, : R,, l(P”; (m - q - 1)A) -+ x~(S~-~-~) 
exists ifp d 4(m - q - 2). 
THEOREM C6 (Koschorke [ 16, Remark 2.13, Theorem 2.13, p. 7691). If(i) holds, then 
c : B(m + 1, p + 1, q + 1) + R,+ 1 (P”; (m - q - l)i) is surjective. Moreover, if the image of 
some element [C] ~a,+ l(P”; (m - q - 1)A) is trivial in z,,(S”‘-~-~), then there is a choice of 
representative (namely C + S(q 0 E)) in B(m + 1, p + 1, q + 1) (unique by [16, Proposition 
181) and a link map tr(F)E LMr::,,+ 1, such that p(tr(F)) = [C -+ S(r @ E)]. 
The last two theorems involve most of the geometry of link maps coming from the work 
of Koschorke. They present a beautiful extension of the link homotopy of Milnor [20], in 
the classical dimension, killing commutators of meridians. It is a remarkable fact that these 
constructions work in the 2-metastable range. 
Proof of Theorem C. We suppose (i) and ( *) hold. This implies (**). Then both the 
Koschorke sequence and the stable EHP sequence are defined and exact, c, is an isomor- 
phism and c,+ 1 is surjective. By the 5lemma we are done. 
Note that if(i) holds, then since p > q, one has that q d m - 2 (provided m 2 3). Now 
suppose p > m - 1, then p > q, so (i) implies (**), and p 2 m - 1 a(*) 3q < 2m - 5 < 
2m - 3. Thus the result follows from the first part. 
Now suppose p = m - 2. Then (i) implies 2q d m - 1. Since q is below the middle 
dimension TC~(S”-~-~) -+ LM:,, is surjective. If 2q < m - 1, then nr,(Sm-q- ‘) is stable (since 
2(m - q - 1) - 2 k p), so the diagram 
xJS~-~~~)~ LM;,q 
1 s I 
2 
X” 
s 
- 71, 
shows that e, is an inverse for c(. 
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It remains to see the case m = 2q + 1, p = 24 - 1. One has the diagram 
B(2q + 2,2q, q + l)--+ 7Lzq- JP)Z LA!@+:,, 
I 
surj 
I 
= 
1 
Qcw; 4) +n,,_,(Sq)= 7& 
The diagram commutes and the lower sequence is exact whereas the upper sequence is 
not known to be exact. But as the composite is zero (Theorem C4), a diagram chase allows 
us to conclude. 0 
Remark. We can use the Koschorke sequence to give an alternative proof of surjectivity 
of tl in the range (i). In fact, note that the Koschorke sequence xists and only (possibly) fails 
to be exact at n,(S”-q- ‘) and LMT,,. Comparing with the stable EHP sequence and using 
the fact that c, is an isomorphism allows us to conclude surjectivity. Note that exactness till 
holds in all relevant places. 
Furthermore, using the results of this section it is possible to prove Theorem B except 
for 2p + 2q = 3m - 5. In fact, application of Theorem C4 and using exactness of the 
EHP-sequence allows us to conclude injectivity on the image of e,, if (**) holds. But (i) 
implies (**) except when p = q = (3m - 5)/4. 
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